Why GEORGIA STATE LAW?

“I chose Georgia State University for location and price. It’s near my family, friends and girlfriend. Plus, nothing compares to living in the big city, and the price was the best around.”

Saba Daneshvar, first-year student
Hometown: Marietta, Ga.
Undergraduate Institution: Georgia Institute of Technology

FLEXIBLE law programs, a GREAT EDUCATION without breaking the bank, and a campus that’s a stone’s throw from Atlanta’s courthouses, the state Capitol and countless law offices. There’s a lot to love about Georgia State Law.
“Undergraduates should consider location, price, quality of education, atmosphere and classmates when deciding which law school to attend.”
—Saba Daneshvar, first-year student

Georgia Tech alumnus Saba Daneshvar entered law school with an interest in intellectual property. Although he hasn’t yet taken any IP-specific classes, his participation in Georgia State Law’s Intellectual Property Law Society and interactions with its IP professors this past fall have impressed him.

“The Intellectual Property Law Society provides many opportunities to hear about real-life IP lawyers at the top of their field and all of the advice they have to offer, which is invaluable. In addition, professor Yaniv Heled has been extremely helpful in advising me and guiding me toward a future in intellectual property. I see him and other IP faculty being strong helpers in my preparation for a career in this field of law.”

Saba says he also participated in Law Ball his first semester and plans to continue doing so. “It’s an unofficial organization of all the Georgia State Law students who love playing basketball. Throughout the semester, we get together twice a week to play pick-up basketball at the Student Recreation Center. This has enriched my Georgia State experience by providing an outlet for exercise, enjoyment and relaxation. It’s a great way to make new friends with fellow classmates and bond through something other than law school.”

Questions?
If you would like more information about Georgia State Law, email admissions@law.gsu.edu or visit law.gsu.edu.